TABLE 4.1 Major Types of Archaeological Sites
PREHISTORIC SITES

SUBTYPES

Habitation

Open-air; rock shelter; cave; camp; village; city; tell; midden

Earthwork

Embankment; trench; mound

Human remains

Isolated; cemetery

Rock art

Pictograph; petroglyph

Petroform

Megalith; cairn

Resource utilization

Hunting; fishing; gathering; culturally modified trees; quarry;
processing; storage

HISTORIC SITES

SUBTYPES

Habitation

Single dwelling; multiple dwelling

Industrial

Mining; logging; other

Commercial

Shop; hotel; bar/saloon; other

Human remains

Isolated; cemetery

Military

n/a

Religious

n/a

Medical

n/a
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may. Whether material remains are defined as a site is often dependent on the research
objectives. Two archaeologists independently looking for sites in an area may see
exactly the same material remains, but one may not document any sites, while the
other, using different criteria, may document several sites.
There are several common types of archaeological sites. At a very broad level, most
archaeologists make a distinction between prehistoric sites and historic sites, each with
several discrete categories. The major kinds of sites are listed in Table 4.1.
Classifying a prehistoric site as a habitation indicates that people once lived at the
site, but there are no restrictions on the number of people or length of time. Describing
a site as a camp suggests a small and temporary occupation, while calling it a village
implies at least a semi-sedentary pattern of residency. Archaeologists generally refrain
from describing a site as a city unless the population is assumed to have been at least
5,000. Tell is a term commonly used to describe mounds that have been created by
successive settlements in western Asia and northern Africa. Habitation sites usually
have large accumulations of refuse, which archaeologists describe as middens. When
the refuse includes a substantial amount of shell, it is often called a shell midden.
The term petroform refers to alignments of stones. Alignments of very large stones
are known as megaliths. Other common types of petroforms include cairns, hunting
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